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Synastry Day
Get Your Saturn Off My Sun!
Lynn Bell • Saturday 13 May

10.30am to 4.45pm, Friends House
We’re delighted to welcome back to the LSA the
respected, Paris-based psychological astrologer
Lynn Bell for a special day on relationship astrology.
Why is it that we so often attract partners who have
traditionally ‘difficult’ astrological contacts with our
personal planets? After the fun and romance, after the
classical attraction of Venus and Sun and Ascendant,
and after the cosiness of the Moon, the real work
of relationship begins. Today, we shall explore the
unconscious contract in relationship: the less obvious
patterns that often lie under the surface. We’ll also
consider how our experience of planets in synastry
changes over time, especially with Saturn. Neptune
softens and charms, giving the sense of something
enchanting just out of reach. Pluto and Mars are
necessary for passion but can lead to conflict, power
struggles and a semi-permanent state of war. Yet each
planet, no matter how troublesome, has something to
offer. Each person we meet, especially those we love,
will wake something in our own chart. We may feel
empowered or chastened, inspired or crushed, dazzled
or disappointed. If we are willing to stay with it, to
claim the energy woken up inside, the most difficult
contacts may bring the greatest rewards. Join Lynn Bell
to understand how we can work with planets in synastry
over time and how we can find the hidden treasure in
relationship. £50 (£45 current LSA). Included in Year
 Recording available
2 and 3’s Term 3.

Electional Astrology Day
Navigating Celestial Waters
Wade Caves • Saturday 24 June

10.30am to 4.45pm, Friends House
Wade specializes in horary, electional and classical
astrology and runs courses for Deborah Houlding.
Electional astrology is concerned with selecting
ideal times for the big decisions in our lives: when
to open that bookstore, get married, sign a lease and
when to avoid unnecessary troubles. Today, we shall
explore its guiding principles with example charts and
practical exercises. The techniques are straightforward
once understood and will better equip any practising
astrologer in their future elections. We will also
consider how elections fold into other branches of
astrology. This presentation is suitable and warmly
encouraged for astrologers at all levels. £50 or £45 for
current LSA students.
 Recording available

The Power of
Three A Unique
Psychic Evening

with Robin Lown, Avril Price and Grant Colyer
Tuesday 27 June, 6.45pm to 9.15pm, Friends House
A fully interactive, up-close-and-personal ‘show and
tell’ magical evening. Be amazed and inspired as
three experts – Robin Lown (www.robinlown.com),
Avril Price (www.avrilprice.com) and Grant Colyer
(www.grantcolyer.co.uk) – demonstrate the skills of
Palmistry, Tarot and Psychic Mediumship. £25 in
advance, £30 on the door.

Dates for Your Diary (all at Friends House): Open Evening: Thursday 5 October, 7pm. Astrology Beginners (Year 1): Thursdays from 26 Oct or Saturdays
from 4 Nov. Intermediate (Year 2): Tuesdays from 24 Oct. Advanced (Year 3): Wednesdays from 25 Oct. Tarot Beginners: Thursdays from 18 February 2018.

Palmistry: A Diploma Course in
Modern Hand Analysis
Johnny Fincham

* Students will need
Johnny’s course book
(The Spellbinding Power
of Palmistry) along with a
palm printing kit (ink and
a roller). If you’d like to
order these in time for the
first class, please add £10
for the book and/or £10
for the printing kit.

6 Saturday seminars (10am to 5pm):
11 November and 9 December 2017,
13 January, 10 February, 17 March
and 7 April 2018.
Venue: Friends House, 173 Euston Rd.
Cost: £350* (£300 for students currently
on other LSA courses). Max places: 28.
The LSA is delighted to offer a series of
six intensive workshops (one Saturday a
month) with expert hand analyst, author
and researcher Johnny Fincham. During
this thorough course, you’ll learn a wide
range of insights and up-to-the-moment

Online: The Ascendant & MC in Combination • Frank Clifford

discoveries along with: the history of
chirology and its contemporary context;
hand dominance; the areas, shapes and
textures of the hand; the digits; skin ridge
patterns (dermatoglyphics); the major and
minor lines. Later, Johnny will show how
to approach reading palms from various
perspectives, along with emotional,
psychological and vocational analyses.
Each course session will be backed
up with homework assignments and
class practice, and you will gain all the
experience, know-how and tools to take
Johnny’s palm reading diploma paper,
which will be offered at the end of the
course in conjunction with the LSA.
Handouts and class recordings will be
made available online after each session.

Saturday 17 June, 5.00pm–6.30pm UK Time

The Ascendant speaks of our open agenda and how we interact, while the MC has links to self-actualization and
taking a place in our community. Together, they reveal how we engage in life and the social roles we adopt. But
those with Scorpio rising, for instance, will take different routes depending on whether Leo, Virgo or Libra is
on the MC. Join Frank as he explores many of the 38 possible ASC-MC combos. www.astrologyuniversity.com

Other Summer Seminars – Open To All

 Recordings available

Introduction to Forecasting Frank Clifford

Saturday 6 May, 10.30am to 4.45pm, Regent’s University
A day of synthesizing chart factors. Plus: the physical
aspects and characteristics of the signs/planets. (Incl.
in all students’ Term 3 fees, or £50 for non-LSA.)

Saturday 24 June, 10.30am to 4.45pm, Friends House
Understand planetary cycles and how to make the
most of the social and outer planet transits. (This is
Year 1 Tues/Sat’s joint pre-paid seminar. £50 for nonLSA; £45 for other students. Note: this coincides with
Wade’s Electional seminar – both will be recorded.)

The Heart of Your Chart Frank Clifford

Signs in Combination Frank Clifford

Astrological Synthesis Richard Swatton

Saturday 10 June, 10.30am to 4.45pm, Regent’s University
Learn to zoom in to the essential themes of any
horoscope and recognize planetary strength. (Incl. in
all students’ Term 3 fees, or £50 for non-LSA.)

Saturday 8 July, 10.30am to 4.45pm, Regent’s University
Learn about the decans, sign polarity and a range of
other horoscope factors in this year-end seminar. (Incl.
in all students’ Term 3 fees, or £50 for non-LSA.)
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